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ABSTRACT: Efficient learning and categorization in the face of myriad categories and instances is
an important challenge. We investigate algorithms that efficiently learn sparsebut accuratecategory
indices. An index is a weighted bipartite graph mapping features to categories. Given an instance,
the index retrieves, scores, and ranks a set of candidate categories.The ranking or the scores can
then be used for category assignment. We compare index learning againstother classification ap-
proaches, including one-versus-rest and top-down classification using support vector machines. We
find that the indexing approach is highly advantageous in terms of space and time efficiency, at both
training and classification times, while retaining competitive accuracy. On problems with hundreds
of thousands of instances and thousands of categories, the index is learned in minutes, while other
methods can take orders of magnitude longer.

∗Part of this research was performed while the author was at Yahoo! Research.
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1. Introduction

A fundamental activity of intelligence is to repeatedly and rapidly categorize.This task is espe-
cially challenging when the number of categories (classes) is very large,i.e., in the tens of thousands
and beyond. The problem occurs in a number of incarnations and applications, including: (1) classi-
fying text, such as queries, documents, or web pages into a large collectionof categories, such as the
Yahoo! topic hierarchy (http://dir.yahoo.com) [MGKS07, LYW+05, DC00], (2) language modeling
and related prediction problems [Mad07, Goo01, EZR00], and (3) determining the visual categories
for image tagging and object recognition [WLW01, FP03]. Furthermore, ideally we desire systems
that efficiently learnto efficiently classify. This leads to challenges in ensuring that both learning
of categories and categorization of items be efficient in their usage of time andspace, in addition to
being sufficiently accurate. Our setting is supervised learning: the categories are given and training
data is available.

In this work, we explore an approach based on learning an efficient index into the categories.
An index here is a weighted bipartite graph that connects each feature to zero or more categories.
During classification, given an instance containing certain features, the index is used (looked up)
much like a typical inverted index for document retrieval would be. Here, categories are retrieved
and ranked by the scores that they obtain during retrieval, as we describe. The ranking or the
scores can then be used for category assignment. We design our algorithms to efficiently learn
space-efficient indices that yield accurate rankings. In particular, aswe explain, the computations
may best be viewed as being carried out from the side of features. During learning, each feature
determines to which categories it should lend its weights (votes) to, subject to efficiency (space)
constraints. At classification time, the features’ votes are aggregated to compute the final ranking
of the categories.

We empirically compare our algorithms against one-versus-rest and top-down classifier based
methods. We use linear classifiers, perceptrons as well as support vector machines, in the one-
versus-rest and top-down methods. In our experiments on 6 text categorization data sets and one
word prediction problem, we find that the index is learned in seconds or minutes, while other meth-
ods can take hours and days. The index learned is more efficient in its useof space than the other
methods tested, and results in quicker classification time. The approach is simpleto use: it does
not require taxonomies or extra feature reduction preprocessing. Finally, we have observed that the
accuracies are competitive and at times better than the best of others. Thus, we provide evidence
that index learning offers a number of significant efficiency and simplicity advantages, without sac-
rificing accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows. We define the learning problem in Section 2. This includes
the semantics of index use as well as performance criteria, in terms of both accuracy and efficiency.
We then establish NP-hardness of a formalization of the problem. We present our index learning
algorithms in Section 3. We discuss and motivate our choices in the design of thealgorithms.
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In Section 4 we briefly describe the other ranking methods we compare against, including one-
versus-rest and top-down learning and classification methods. Section 5presents our experiments.
We report on comparisons among methods, and experiments on observations on effects of choice
of parameters, and various tradeoffs. Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes.
Appendices contain proof details and further explorations.

2. The Index Learning Problem

A learning problem consists of a setS of instances, each training instance specified by a vector
of feature weights,Fx, as well as a category (class) that the instance belongs to1, cx. Thus each
instancex is a pair〈Fx, cx〉. F andY denote respectively the set of all features and categories.
Our proposed algorithms ignore features with nonpositive weight, and in thedata sets we consider,
features do not have negative weight.Fx[f ] denotes the weight of featuref in the vector of features
of instancex, whereFx[f ] ≥ 0. If Fx[f ] > 0, we say featuref is active(in instancex), and denote
this aspect byf ∈ x. Thus, an instance may be viewed as a set of active features. We also use
the expressionx ∈ c to denote that instancex belongs to categoryc (c is a category ofx). For
background on machine learning in particular when applied to text classification, please refer to
Sebastiani [Seb02] or Lewiset. al.[LYRL04].

The input problem may be viewed as a tripartite graph (Figure 1). In our large scale learning
problems, all the three setsS, Y , andF can be very large. For instance, in experiments reported
here,Y andF can be in the tens of thousands, andS can be in the millions. Prediction problems,
such as predicting words and n-grams in text, can involve a practically unbounded stream of in-
stances and growing sets of categories and features reaching millions andbeyond [Mad07]. While
F is large, each instance is sparse: relatively few of the features (often tens or hundreds) are active
in each instance. The challenge is designing memory and time efficient learningand classification
algorithms that do not sacrifice accuracy.

The number of categories is so large that indexing them, not unlike the inverted index used
for retrieval of documents and other objects, is a plausible idea. An important difference from
traditional indexing is that categories, unlike documents, are implicit, specifiedonly by the (training)
instances that belong to them. Another difference is that for good classification performance as well
as efficiency, we need to be very selective in the choice of the index entries, i.e., which connections
(edges) to make and with what weights. Figure 2 presents the basic cycle ofcategorization via index
look up and learning via index updating (adjustments to connection weights).

We have termed the learned outcome aRecall System[MGKS07, MG06]: a system that, when
presented with an instance, quickly “recalls” the appropriate categories.In particular, we refer to

1In this paper for simplicity of evaluation and algorithm description, we treat multiclass but single class (label) per
instance setting. Most of our data sets are single class per instance. Whenever necessary, we briefly note the changes
needed to the algorithms to handle multiple labels.
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Figure 1: A depiction of the problem: the input can be viewed as a tripartite graph,
possibly weighted, and perhaps only seen one instance at a time in an online manner.
The goal is to learn an accurate efficient index,i.e., a sparse weighted bipartite graph
that connects (maps) each features to zero or more categories, such that an adequate
level of accuracy is achieved when the index is used for classification. The instances are
ephemeral: they serve only as intermediaries in affecting the connections from features
to categories.

our present use of index for retrieving and ranking the categories, to be described next, asranked
recall.

2.1. Index Definition and Use

An index can be viewed as a directed weighted bipartite graph (or a matrix): on one side there
are features (one node per feature) and on the other side there are categories. The index maps
(connects) features to a subset of zero or more categories. An edge connecting featuref to category
c has a positive weight denoted bywf,c, or wi,j for featurei and categoryj. Theout-degreeof a
feature is the number of (outgoing) edges of the feature.

The use of the index for retrieval is similar to the use of inverted indexes fordocument retrieval.
It is also a way of performing efficient dot products, and then sorting thescores, here positive. On
presentation of an instance, the (nonnegative) score that a category obtains is determined by the
active features:

sc =
∑

f∈x

rf × wf,c × Fx[f ],

whererf is a measure of the predictive goodness of featuref , and describe a method for com-
puting it in Section 3.3.2 (currently assume it is 1 for all features2).

2After index learning,rf can be incorporated into the connection weightswf,c.
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Basic Mode of Operation:
Repeat
1. Get next instancex
2. Retrieve and rank categories via
active features ofx
3. If update condition is met:
3.1 Update index.

(a)

Algorithm RankedRetrieval(x, dmax)
1. ∀c, sc ← 0, /* implicitly initialize scores */
2. For each active featuref (i.e., Fx[f ] > 0):

For the first dmax categories with highest
connection weight tof :

2.1. sc ← sc + (rf × wf,c × Fx[f ])

3. Return those categories with nonzero score,
ranked by score.

(b)

Figure 2:(a) The cycle of categorization and learning (updating). During pure catego-
rization (e.g., in our tests), step 3 is skipped. See Section 2.1 for how to use the index
(and part (b)), and Section 3 for when and how to update the index. (b) The algorithm
that uses a weighted index for retrieving and ranking categories. See Section 2.1.

The positive scoring categories are then sorted by their score, or a priority queue can be used
during retrieval . In a sense, each active feature casts votes for a subset of the categories, and cate-
gories receive and tally their incoming votes (scores). When features donot have large out-degrees
in the index, the ranked retrieval operation (scoring + ranking) can be implemented efficiently (Fig-
ure 2(b)). Here, each feature (record) points to the list of categoriesit connects to along with the
associated weights. For each active feature, only at most thedmax (maximum out-degree) cate-
gories with highest connection weights to the features participate in scoring.Note that if negative
scores (edge weights) were allowed, then when some category obtains a negative score, the system
would potentially have to process (i.e., retrieve or update) all zero scoring categories as well, hurting
efficiency.

2.2. Performance Criteria

In large scale learning, both memory and time efficiency are important, and both at training as
well as categorization times.3 We seek the following informal desiderata from index learning:

1. The index learned should be adequately sparse,i.e., should not contain too many edges (space
efficiency).

2. Efficient classification time: the out-degree of features should be small enough so that index
use (look up) is fast on average.

3. We seek accurate indices.
3Note that in online learning, there isn’t a sharp separation between the training and testing phases.
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4. We seek space and time efficient algorithms for learning good indices. Inparticular, dur-
ing online learning, when the index is continually used and updated, we wantthe efficiency
criteria 1 and 2 to hold.

It may seem difficult to satisfy multiple criteria of space and time efficiency both during learning
and classification (system use) times, but we note that in online learning, learning and classification
times coincide, thus efficient training phase is equivalent to efficient classification phase. This
reduces the number of constraints and can make the design task easier. Inour experiments in
Section 5.2 we report on three measures of efficiency: training timeTtr, the size of the index
learned|I| (number of edges in it), and number of edgesē touched during classification (a measure
of work/speed during classification time). We next describe quality of categorization.

A method for ranking categories, given an instancex, outputs a sorted list of 0 or more cate-
gories. In addition to weighted indices, we describe other methods for category ranking in Section 3.
An instance may belong to multiple classes in some domains (Table 9). To simplify evaluation and
presentation, in this paper we only consider the highest ranked true category. Letkx be the rank of
the highest ranked true category for instancex in a given ranking. Thuskx ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · ·}. If the
true category does not appear in the ranked list, thenkx =∞. We useRk to denote recall at (rank)
k, which measures the average proportion of (test) instances for which one of the true categories
ended in the topk categories:

Rk = recall atk = Ex[kx ≤ k],

whereEx denotes expectation over the instance distribution and[kx ≤ k] = 1 iff kx ≤ k, and 0
otherwise (Iverson bracket). So we get a reward of 1 if the true category is within topk for a given
instance, 0 otherwise, andRk is the expectation. In our experiments, we will report on (average)
recall at rank 1,R1, and recall at rank 5,R5, on held-out sets. Note that recall at rank 1 is basically
the standard accuracy measure when we are in the single label setting. That is, the highest ranked
category is assigned to be the category of the instance, andR1 measures the proportions of instances
for which we obtained the right category.R1 is a simple standard measure that allows to compare
to published results.

We also use mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and the harmonic (mean) rank (HR) (reciprocal of
MRR), defined as follows:

MRR = Ex
1

kx
, andHR = MRR−1.

MRR gives a reward of 1 if a correct category is ranked highest, the reward drops to 1/2 at rank 2,
and slowly goes down the higher thek (the lower the rank). If the right category is not retrieved, the
reward is 0. MRR is the expectation or the empirical average of such reward over (test) instances,
and we simply invert it to get a measure of ranking performance, the harmonic rank HR. The lower
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the HR, the better, and it has a minimum of 1 (rank 1 is best). MRR is a commonly used measure
in information retrieval, such as in question answering tasks.

BothRk and MRR are appropriate for settings in which we value better ranks significantly more
than worse ranks. Thus, if an index is perfect half the time,i.e., ranks the correct category of the
given instance at top (rank 1) half the time, but fully fails the rest of the time,i.e., does not retrieve
the correct category at all, then its HR value is 2. However, for an index that always retrieves the
correct category, but ranks it third, the HR value is worse at 3. Note that one could raise the fraction
1
kx

to a different exponent (instead of 1) to shift the emphasis in one directionor another.Rk does
not reflect the quality of ranking within topk, and it simply cuts the reward off if the right category
is outside topk, while HR is a smoother measure.

2.2.1. Discussion of other Accuracy Criteria Our evaluation measure are from the point of
view of an instance to be categorized (i.e., category ranking), geared toward evaluating a catego-
rization (ranking) system. The question is, how well does the system categorize a given instance, on
average. Since the number of categories is very large and we are using an index, our evaluation mea-
sures are the same as the ones typically used in information retrieval. This is appropriate with large
numbers of categories and in many applications, such as personalization (e.g., [WM06, MD05]),
or text prediction, in which a given instance (a query, a page, etc.) should be categorized into one
or a few categories that the system is confident about. A number of similar evaluation measures
(category ranking), but more appropriate for the multilabel setting, are used in [CS03b].

The common precision and recall measures used in text classification and IRare also useful here.
They are often computed from the “point of view of a category”: for each category, the instances are
ranked according to classifier’s scores for the category. This is especially appropriate when we are
interested in categories one at a time. For instance, when we seek to rank orfilter instances based on
their degree of membership in a given category of interest. To use the indexfor ranking of instances
with respect to a category, we need the scores to be consistent across instances for the same class,
and the current index scores may not be the best choice. One possibility isto map scores (using
extra information such as rank) to probabilities. Learning the mapping can beachieved in an online
fashion. Confidence (probability) values can then be used for rankinginstances. We leave exploring
this and other evaluation criteria and computing probabilities to future work.

2.3. Computational Complexity

Can we efficiently compute an index with maximum accuracy given any finite setS of instances?
If we constrain the out-degree of each feature to be below a given constant (motivated by space and
time efficiency), then the corresponding decision problem is NP-hard under plausible objectives
such as optimizing accuracy:
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Theorem 2.1. The index learning problem with the objective of either maximizing accuracy (R1)
or minimizing HR, and with the constraint of a constant upper bound (e.g., 1) on each feature’s
out-degree is NP-Hard.

The proof is by reduction from the minimum cover problem (see Appendix A). It works much
like the proof given in [MGKS07]. In particular, a problem involving only two categories is shown
NP-hard. We do not know whether the ranking problem is efficiently approximable however, or
whether removing the constraint on the out-degree alters the complexity. Linear programming for-
mulations exist with continuous objectives and no out-degree constraint. Appendices A and B
discuss further.

The next section describes a very efficient online algorithms that perform well in our exper-
iments, and we motivate our choices in its design and discuss its convergencein special cases
(Section 3.3.4).

3. Feature Focus Algorithms

Our index learning algorithms may be best described as performing their operations from the
features’ side or features’ “point of view” (rather than the classes’ side), and hence we name the
whole family feature-focusalgorithms. As we will explain, this design was motivated by consid-
erations of efficiency (Section 3.3.3). The basic question for each feature is to which subset of
categories it should connect to (possibly none), and with what weights. We will first describe the
computation that a single feature performs. Then we will describe two algorithms, IND and FF,
based on this computation.

3.1. The Case of a Single Feature

Assume instances arrive in a streaming manner (from some infinite source),and each instance is
described by a single category and the vector of features active in it. In this section, assume|F | = 1,
i.e., every instance has one and the same feature4 and we assume Boolean (Fx[f ] ∈ {0, 1}). Thus,
we basically obtain a stream of categories. We next argue that our objective of a good ranking,
subject to efficiency, reduces to computing the proportion in the sequencefor those categories (if
any) that exceed a desired proportion threshold.

In this single feature case, categories are ranked by the weight assigned to them by the feature.
The constraint (of space efficiency) is that the feature may connect to only a subset of all categories,
saydmax at most. The question is to which categories the feature should connect to, and with what
weights, so that an objective such asRk or HR (harmonic rank) is maximized. We will focus on
the scenario where the stream of categories is generated by an iid drawingfrom a fixed probability

4Alternatively, imagine the substream of instances that have the same feature active.
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distribution. Later we touch briefly on considerations of drifting in the category proportions in the
stream.

It is not hard to verify that the best categories are thedmax categories with the highest pro-
portions in the stream, or the highestP (c) if the distribution is fixed and known (more precisely,
P (c|f), butf is fixed here) and the ranking should also be byP (c). For finite sequences, this can
easily established.

Lemma 3.1. A finite sequence of categories is given. To maximize HR, when the feature can
connect to at mostk categories, ak highest frequency set of categories should be picked, i.e.,
chooseS, such that|S| = k andS = {c|nc ≥ nc′ ,∀c

′ 6∈ S}), wherenc denotes the number of
timesc occurs in the sequence. The categories inS should be ordered by their occurrence counts to
maximize HR. The same set maximizesRk.

Proof. This can be established by a simple “swapping” or “exchange” argument. We look at
sum of rewards over the sequence rather than averages, as the sequence length is fixed. Consider
maximizingRk first. Let nc denote the number of times categoryc appears in the sequence. For
any chosen setS of sizek, a pair of categories(c, c′) is out of order ifnc < nc′ , but c ∈ S, and
c′ 6∈ S. ThenRk for S is improved ifc is replaced byc′, the improvement isnc′ − nc. Similarly
HR is improved for an ordered setS if a pair like above exists (improvement of(nc′ − nc)

1
j , where

j denotes the rank ofc in S), or a pair within the chosen set is out of order (improvement of
(nc′ − nc)(1/j − 1/j′), wherej′, j′ > j, denotes the old rank ofc′.). 2

For unbounded streams generated by iid drawing of categories from a fixed distribution over a
finite number of categories, the empirical proportions of categories, overthe sequence seen so far
(of length at leastk), take the place of the counts, in order to maximize expected HR or expected
Rk on the unseen portion of the sequence.

3.1.1. Finite Memory Constraints We seek space-efficient and fairly simple online algorithms,
as the stream of categories can be long or unbounded, and we need to dosuch computations for
each of millions of features. Our generic weight update algorithm and an explicit instantiation, call
it Feature Streaming Update(FSU) are given in Figure 3. We will use FSU in our main feature-
focus algorithm. Note that when features are Boolean, FSU simply computes edge weights that
approximate the conditional probabilitiesP (c|f) (the probability that instancex ∈ c given that
f ∈ x). Since the weights are between 0 and 1 and approximate probabilities, it eases the decision
of assessing importance of a connection: weights belowwmin are dropped at the expense of some
potential loss in accuracy. FSU keeps total counts (w′

f and w′
f,cx

) which we will describe and
motivate later). Note thatwmin effectively bounds the maximum out-degree during learning to be

1
wmin

. We note that this space efficiency of FSU is central to making feature-focus algorithms space
and time efficient (see Section 5.3.1).
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Algorithm GenericWeightUpdate
Each active feature:
1. Strengthens weight to true category
2. Weakens other category connections
3. Drops weak edges (tiny weights)

(a)

/* Feature Streaming Update (allowing “leaks”) */
Algorithm FSU(x, f , wmin)
1. w′

f,cx
← w′

f,cx
+ Fx[f ] /* increase weight tocx. */

2. w′
f ← w′

f + Fx[f ] /* increase total out-weight */

3. ∀c, wf,c ←
w′

f,c

w′

f

/* (re)compute proportions */

4. If wf,c < wmin, then /* drop small weights */
wf,c ← 0, w′

f,c ← 0

(b)

Figure 3:(a) Generic weight updating: when an update is required, each active feature
strengthens its weight to the true category, weakens its other connections, and drops
those that are too weak. An effect of this is that each featureattempts to improve
the ranking and scores it assigns to the categories it is connected to, subject to space
constraints. (b) An instantiation of weight updating: FSU.The connection weight of
f to the true categorycx is strengthened. Others connections are weakened due to the
division. All the weights are zero at the beginning of index learning.

It is instructive to look at how well FSU does in approximating proportions for the (sub)stream
of categories that it processes for a single feature. This gives us an idea of how to set thewmin

parameter and what to expect. There are two causes of inaccuracies to the true proportions:

• Finite samples.

• Setting small weights to 0 (dropping edges) to save memory.

As FSU may drop and reinsert edges repeatedly, its approximation of actual proportions suffers
from more than the issue of finite samples alone. We want to get an idea of this extra loss that we
incur compared to the case when memory is not an issue (when no edges aredropped). Intuitively,
FSU should work well as long as the proportions we are interested in sufficiently exceed thewmin

threshold. The probability that a category with say probabilityp is not seen in some 1
wmin

trials

is (1 − p)1/wmin , and as long the ratio p
wmin

is high (several multiples),e.g., p > 4wmin, this
probability is relatively small. For example, forwmin = 0.01, andp = 0.05, the probability of
not seeing such a category for a stretch of of 100 trials is0.006. More generally, the chance of
being set to 0 (dropped) for a category with occurrence probabilityp diminishes with increasing the
ratio p

wmin
to be several multiples, and therefore the cause of inaccuracies due to finite memory is

mitigated.
We conducted experiments to see how much the proportion estimation by FSU deviates from

true proportions and in particular compared that deviation to similar deviations computed when FSU
is not memory constrained (wmin is set to 0). Figures 4 and 5 show the results. The experiments
differ on how we generated the categories and computed the deviations.
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Figure 4:The performance of FSU under different allowanceswmin. FSU computes
the category proportions when seeing a stream of 1000 categories, under two regimes
of generating categories. For a choice of highest true probability p∗, the remaining
probability mass (1− p∗) is spread evenly over remaining categories. In (a) the number
of categories is|Y | = 100, and in (b) it is|Y | = ⌈ 1

p∗
⌉ (i.e., when other categories

tie or have close probabilities to the maximum). The experiment is repeated for 200
trials and the average deviation,

|p̃c1
−p∗|

p∗
, from the true maximum probability,p∗, is

plotted against the maximum probabilityp∗. The number of trials is 100.̃pc1
is the

highest proportion computed by FSU. In (b), the deviation isalso compared to the case
of 100 categories andwmin = 0.01. We note thatwmin ≈ 0.01 appears satisfactory
for p∗ ≥ 0.05, while wmin ≈ 0.1 performs well for a much smaller range.

In first of these experiments, for some number of categories|Y |, we gave one category a highest
probability p∗, and the remaining categories obtain the remaining probability mass divided uni-
formly: 1−p∗

|Y |−1
. We generated a random stream of 1000 categories from such a distribution, and

gave it to FSU with different values ofwmin. We computed the deviation ratio:
|p̃c1

−p∗|
p∗ , wherec1

denotes the category ranked highest by FSU, andp̃c1 is its assigned probability (highest computed
probability). We averaged this deviation over 200 trials of repeating the experiments. Figure 4(a)
shows the averages when|Y | = 100 (so all categories except for 1, obtain1−p∗

99
). Figure 4(b) shows

the results for|Y | = ⌈ 1
p∗ ⌉ (e.g., for whenp∗ ≥ 0.5, |Y | = 2, and whenp∗ = 0.05, |Y | = 20). Thus

Figure 4(b) shows how FSU with limitedwmin compares when the classes have similar proportions.
In the second set of experiments, we generated each category’s probability uniformly from the

[0, 1] interval, keeping track of the total probability generatedp during the course of generation. If
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Figure 5: The performance of FSU, under different allowanceswmin. The vector
of true category probabilities is generated by uniformly and sequentially picking from
[0, 1], and keeping track of total massp (which should not exceed 1). If for latest
generated category the probability drawn is greater than remaining mass1 − p, the
remaining mass is assigned, and category generation is stopped. FSU is evaluated after
seeing a stream of 1000 categories iid drawn from such a source. Thel1 and l∞ (or
lmax) distances between the vector of empirical proportions that FSU computes and the
true probabilities vector, averaged over 200 trials, is reported. FSU with wmin =0.01
yields distances comparable to FSU withwmin = 0, but wmin =0.1 yields significantly
inferior estimates.

the newest category gets a probability greater than1−p, 1-p is assigned to it and category generation
is stopped. We then sampled iid to get a sequence of 1000 categories. We compared the category
proportions that FSU computed usingl1 or l∞ distance against the true proportions. We plot the
results for FSU under differentwmin constraints.

We see that a threshold ofwmin ≥ 0.1 is not appropriate if the proportions we are interested
in may be below 0.5, but a threshold ofwmin ≈ 0.01 does well, if we are interested in proportions
greater than0.05 say. We compared a number of other statistics, such as the maximum deviation
from true probability, and the probability that the deviation is larger than a threshold, and FSU
wmin = 0.01 performed similarly towmin = 0 on the distributions tested. The reason as alluded to
earlier is that those categories with proportions significantly greater thanwmin have a high chance
of being seen early enough in the stream and not being dropped.
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Thus as long as we expect that the useful proportions are a few multiples away from the wmin

we choose, FSU is expected to compute proportions that are close to ones computed by the FSU
with wmin set to 0 (no space constraints). Furthermore, we expected that most often the important
feature connection weights that determine the true categories during ranking have fairly high weight,
say great then 0.05. Note also that the constraint of finite samples also pointsto the limited utility
of trying to keep track of relatively low proportions: for most useful features, we may see them
below say a 1000 times (in common data sets). Also, FSU may not be invoked every time a feature
is activated, as we describe below. Finally, vector length is a factor, if there tend to exist strong
features-category connections, the weaker connections’ influence on changing the ranking will be
limited, in the number of active features is adequately small. Thus, in many practical learning
problems (certainly the ones we tested), expecting the most useful proportions (weights) to be in
say[0.05, 1] may be reasonable (see Section 5.3.3).

3.1.2. Uninformative Features, Adaptability, and Drifting Issues In FSU, we keep and up-
date two sets of weights, the edge weightswf,c (not greater than 1),w′

f,c, as well as total weight
w′

f . In case of binary features (Fx[f ] = 1), we can simply think ofw′
f as total count of times FSU

has been invoked for the feature, andw′
f,c as an under-estimate of the co-occurrence count in that

stream (w′
f,c can be less than the co-occurrence count, as it is reset to 0 if the edge is dropped).

Note that ifcx is not already connected (for example in the beginning),wf,c andw′
f,c are 0. An

important point is that total weightw′
f is never reduced. This is useful as a way of down-weighing

uninformative features (such as “the”). Thus, due to edge dropping,we may have the sum of pro-
portions remain less than 1,

∑
c wf,c < 1, even whenw′

f > 0. We have found this alternative
slightly better in our experiments than the case in whichw′

f =
∑

c w′
f,c (i.e., whenw′

f is kept as
the exact sum of the weights). See Section 5.3.5. In case of non-Booleanfeature values, similar to
perceptron and Winnow updates [Ros58, Lit88], the degree of activity of the feature,Fx[f ], affects
how much the connection between the feature and the true category is strengthened. We could use
a learning rate, a multiplier forFx[f ], to further control the aggressiveness of the updates. We have
not experimented with that option.

Note also that aswf grows, the feature may become less adaptive, as a new category will
have to occur more frequently to obtain a strong weight ratio with respect towf . In particular,
afterwf > 1

wmin
, a new category will be immediately dropped5. For long-term online learning,

where distributions can drift, this can slow or stop adaptation, and updates that effectively keep a
finite memory or history are more appropriate6. In our current experiments, with finite data sets

5At this point, updates can only affect categories already connected, and updates may improve the accuracy of their
assigned weights, though there is a small chance that even categories withsignificant weights may be eventually dropped
(this has probability 1 over an infinite sequence!). In any case, at this point or soon after, it’s possible to stop updating.
With our finite data and small number of passes, this was not an issue.

6We could set an upper bound onwf , i.e., not increase it beyond say1000, and make other appropriate modifications
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Algorithm IND( S, pind) /* IND algorithm */

1. For each instancex in training sample S:

1.1 For eachf ∈ x: /* increment counts for f */

1.1.1nf ← nf + 1

1.1.2nf,cx
← nf,cx

+ 1

2. Build the index: for each featuref and categoryc:

2.1w ←
nf,c

nf
.

2.2 If w ≥ pind, wf,c ← w. (otherwisewf,c ← 0. )

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for the IND(ependent) algorithm.

randomly permuted before training, this appears not to be an issue. Note also that, if the same
training instances can be seen multiple times (e.g., in multiple passes on finite data sets), with
wf growing, the fitting capability of the algorithms is curbed. This may be desired asa means of
overfitting prevention. In general, there are other weight update algorithms with their trade-offs (see
our discussion in Section 3.3.3), and we leave further exploration on different tasks for the future.

Before describing our main feature-focus algorithm, we describe the IND(“INDependent”)
algorithm, which is an offline (batch) algorithm based on computing the conditionalsP (c|f). IND
is one of the baselines we use to compare performance.

3.2. The IND Algorithm

One method of index construction is to simply assign each edge the category conditional prob-
abilities, P (c|f) (the conditional probability that instancex ∈ c given thatf ∈ x). This can be
computed for each feature independent of other features. We refer tothis variant as the IND (“IN-
Dependent”) algorithm. Features are treated as Boolean here (Fx[f ] ∈ {0, 1}). After processing the
training set (computing counts and then conditional probabilities), only weights exceeding a thresh-
old pind are kept. This not only leads to space savings, but improves accuracy.The best threshold
pind (for improving accuracy) is often significantly greater than 0. In our experiments with IND,
we choose the best threshold by observing performance on a random 20% subset of the training
set. We thus implemented the IND algorithm as a batch algorithm (see Figure 6),i.e., we computed
the weightsP (c|f) exactly, not in an online streaming manner described7 above. The exact com-
putation can be done on the relatively smaller data sets. IND is in fact the fastest algorithm on the
smaller data sets, since the count updates are simple and there is no call to index retrieval during
training. On larger data sets, it runs into memory problems and becomes very slow during training.

to the updates.
7In case the instance belongs to multiple categories, step 1.1.2 is executed for each true category.
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Basic Mode of Operation:
Repeat
1. Get next instancex
2. Retrieve and rank categories via
active features ofx
3. If update condition is met:
3.1 Update index.

(a)

Algorithm FeatureFocus(x, wmin, dmax, δm) /* FF */
1. RankedRetrieval(x, dmax).
2. Compute the marginδ.
3. If δ > δm, return.
4. Otherwise, for each activef ∈ x:
4.1 FSU(x, f , wmin). /* update active features’ connections */

(b)

Figure 7: (a) The cycle of categorization and learning (update) (repeated from Fig-
ure 2). (b) Pseudo-code for the feature-focus (FF) learningalgorithm, which corre-
sponds to steps 2 and 3 in (a).

This aspect points to the importance of space efficiency for large scale learning8.
The IND algorithm has similarities with the multiclass Naive Bayes algorithm (e.g., [Ren01]).

Major differences include the computation ofP (f |c) (the reverse) in plain multiclass Naive Bayes,
and that for retrieval, we are summing the weights (instead of properly multiplying), similar to some
techniques for expert opinion aggregation [GZ86]. We have found that summing improves accuracy.
Appendix C elaborates on the differences. IND can also be viewed as a feature selection algorithm,
akin to using a heuristic such as information gain.

We can do significantly better than computing proportions for each feature independently. Often
features are inter-dependent (such as various forms of redundancy), and especially with increasing
feature vector sizes, performance of methods that assume independence can degrade significantly.
We next describe the FF algorithm, which addresses some of the dependencies by not invoking FSU
every time.

3.3. The Feature-Focus (FF) algorithm

Our main feature-focus (FF) algorithm, shown in Figure 7(b), begins with an empty index,
i.e., no edges or connections. This means that all edge weights are implicitly 0 initially. It adds and
drops edges and modifies edge weights during learning by processing one instance at a time9, and by
invoking a feature updating algorithm, such as FSU. Unlike IND, FF addresses feature dependencies
by not updating the index (invoking FSU) on every training instance. Equivalently, a feature updates
its connection on only a fraction of the training instances in which it’s active. This is explained next.

3.3.1. When to Update? It is not best to invoke FSU on every training instance. In particular,
“lazy” or mistake-driven updating (not updating all the time), can to some extent address feature

8But note that the FSU algorithm can be instead employed here to keep memory consumption in check.
9The feature and category sets can also grow incrementally.
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dependencies. It can, for example, avoid over counting the influence of features that are basically
duplicates (similar to one rational for mistake driven updates of other learning algorithms such as
the perceptron). We next give a simple scenario,case 1, to demonstrate accuracy improvements that
can be obtained by lazy updating.

Case 1.Imagine a simple case of two categories,c1 andc2, and two Boolean features,f1 andf2.
Assumef1 is perfect forc1, P (c1|f1) = P (f1|c1) = 1, but thatf2 appears in both categories, and
P (f2|c1) = 1 (i.e., f2 appears in all instances ofc1), but alsoP (f2|c2) = 1. Then, given onlyf2,
i.e., a instancex = {f2} (hasf2 only), we would like to rankc2 higher. Now, if sayP (c1) > P (c2)

(c1 is more frequent thanc2), and we always invoked FSU (increased weights the same way),f2

would also give a higher weight toc1, rankingc1 higher thanc2 on x ∈ c2. An optimal solution,
for accuracyR1 or for HR, has the property thatf2 has a higher connection weight toc2 than toc1

(with wf1,c2 = 0, an optimal solution satisfies:wf1,c1 > wf2,c2 > wf2,c1 . ). Now, if FF invoked
FSU only when the correct category was not ranked highest, the connection weights in this example
would converge to an optimal configuration. To see this, note that as soon as x ∈ c1 is seenf1

obtains a weight of 1 toc1. Next, only updates onx ∈ c2 will be performed, sincec1 is ranked
correctly due tof1 having a weight of 1 andf2 keeping some nonzero weight to it.f2 make a
stronger connection toc2 thanc1 after at most 2 FSU invocations.R1 in the optimal case would
be 1.0 here, while it can approach 0.5 if we always update. Note that as fewer updates in general
mean fewer connections (sparser indices), we may also save in space in this lazy update regime (see
Section 5).

On the other hand, if we don’t update at all when the right category is at rank 1, we may
also suffer from suboptimal performance. This happens even in the case of a single feature. Thus
“proactive” updating is useful too. The next discussion elaborates.

Case 2. Consider the single feature case and three categoriesc1, c2, c3, whereP (c1) = 0.5,
while P (c2) = P (c3) = 0.25. Thusc1 should be ranked highest, for say maximizingR1. This
yields optimalR1 = 0.5, and if we always invoke FSU, this will be the case after a few updates (we
will soon getw1,1 ≈ 0.5, andw1,2 ≈ w1,3 ≈ 0.25.). If we don’t update when true category is at
rank 1,c2 or c3 can easily take the place ofc1 when an instancex ∈ c2 or x ∈ c3 is presented, but
we need to reverse the situation subsequently whenx′ ∈ c1 is presented, and instances belonging to
c1 are more frequent. In general, the connection weights from the feature toc1, c2, andc3 will be
similar in this updating regime, and on sequences that look like the worst case alternating sequence:
c1, c2, c1, c3, c1, c2, · · ·, the running value ofR1 can approach 0. While random sequences are not
as bad, we should still expect significant inferior performance. On randomly generated sample
of size 2000 according to above, over 100 80-20 splits, always (proactive) updating FSU gave an
averageR1 performance of0.479 ± 0.02 (standard deviation of 0.02), while the lazy update gave
0.428± 0.09.

Therefore, not updating when the rank of the right category is adequate may cause unnecessary
instability in behavior and inferior performance as well. Of course, we desire an algorithm that can
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perform well in the single feature case.
We strike a balance between the two desirables by definingmargin. The margin on the cur-

rent instance is the score of the positive category minus the score of the highest scoring negative
category:

δ = sx − s′x, wheresx ≥ 0, s′x ≥ 0, s′x = max
c 6=cx

sc.

If the marginδ does not exceed a desired margin thresholdδm, we update10 (invoke FSU). Note
that bothsx ands′x can be 0. If we set the margin threshold to 0, we may fit more instances in the
training set, and handle case 1, but underperform for case 2. With a sufficiently high margin, updates
are always made and case 2 is covered. A good question is what the bestchoice of threshold may
be? The best choice depends on the problem and the feature vector representation. Individual edge
weights are in the[0, 1] range, and when we the vectors arel2 normalized, we have observed that
on average a top category obtains scores in the[0, 1] range as well, irrespective of data set or choice
of margin threshold. An alternative worth exploring is to set the margin threshold dynamically by
keeping statistics on the scores of the top retrieved categories and their differences.

Our use of margin is somewhat similar to the use of margin for online algorithms such as per-
ceptron and Winnow (e.g., [CC06, CS03b]), although our particular motivation from considering
case 2, “stability” or keeping some “extended memory” for each feature, appears to be different.

3.3.2. Rating Features: Downweigh Infrequent Features It may be a good idea to down-
weigh or eliminate those features’ votes that are only seen a few times, as theirproportion estimates
can be inaccurate and in particular higher than what they should be. Consider the first time FSU
is invoked on a feature. After that update, such a feature gives a weight of 1 to the category it
gets connected to. This is undesired. Of course, how much to down-weighcan depend on the
problem, and how features are generated. In our experiments, during category retrieval, we multiply
a feature’s vote,wf,c, by min(1,

#f

10
), where#f ≥ 1 denotes the number of times featuref has

been seen so far.#f is computed only during the first pass over training data. We show that on
some problems, this extension improves accuracy.

3.3.3. Summary and Discussion The FF algorithm aggregates the votes of each features for
ranking and classification. During learning, FF may be viewed as directing astream of categories
to each feature, so that each feature can compute weights for a subset of the categories that it may
connect to. The stream, for example with the use of margin, may be hard to characterize and may
show drifts during learning: it may initially be those instances in which the feature is active, but later
it may be become some hard to categorize subsequence. Each feature computes the proportions in
the stream it gets. Features may be space constrained: they need to be space efficient in the number

10For instances with multiple true categories, the margin is computed for each positive true category. Every active
feature is updated for each true category for which its margin is below the margin threshold.
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of connections they make as well as in computing their connection weights. Thisefficiency aspect
is especially important in large scale learning.

The FF algorithm has similarities with online algorithms such as Winnow [Lit88], as itnormal-
izes (in general weakens some of) the weights, and the perceptron algorithm [Ros58], as for example
the updates are additive. The important difference that changes the nature of the algorithm is that
changes to weights are done from the feature’s side, unlike Winnow or perceptron. The Winnow
algorithm does the normalization from the class’s side: each class is represented by a classifier (a
class prototype), and each classifier has its feature weights normalized after each update. If normal-
ization is done for all features, many features, whether or not active, get weakened. In a sense, the
classifier ranks the features in order of importance. In our case, it is theclasses, whose connections
to a feature may be weakened due to one or more classes being strengthened. In the FSU update
given here, this weakening happens irrespective of whether a class was ranked high (this aspect is
similar to Winnow, but again, for classes instead of features).

A number of learning algorithms in the family of linear classifier learning algorithms, focus on
the class side,e.g., learning a prototype classifier for each class. This is natural for binary classifi-
cation problems. In online updating, the classifier needs to decide which features are important for
it, via promotions (e.g., additive or multiplicative strengthening) and demotions (e.g., subtraction or
normalization). For instance, the perceptron update is of the form:αx± p, wherep here denotes a
class prototype to which the vector of active featuresx is added, or subtracted, andα incorporates
a learning rate. In our case, it is each feature that assesses the relevance of categories to it. It is
best to view each feature as a ranking module or “expert”, so that we obtain a good ranking of the
categories, rather than each class having its own prototype (binary classifier). A prototype for a
category is most appropriate for ranking instances for that category.

We focused on computations from features’ point of view, as compared tothe category point
of view, due to several efficiency considerations. It is best to think in terms of online streaming
processing. To keep memory consumption in check, it seems most direct to constrain features not
to connect to say more than 10s of classes, rather than somehow constraining the classes (class
prototypes). It appeared harder to us to bound the number of featuresa class needs, and different
classes may require widely varying number of features for adequate performance. A second related
reason is constraining the feature out-degrees to remain reasonable appears easier to implement and
more time efficient in an online processing regime. Again, a class may require 100s of features and
beyond, for good performance, and thus processing the class, to examine importance of features,
can take more time. Finally, we seek rapid categorization per instance, and constraining out-degree
of categories may not guarantee that the out-degree of commonly occurring features would be small.
Thus, constraining the degrees of categories would only have an indirect effect on the average time
required for processing an instance. Section 3.1 also explains the benefits that the design of FSU
provides for efficiency.

For the perceptron update, continued updating can increase weight magnitudes with no bound.
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This makes designing an effective weight management criterion difficult. False positive classes
(e.g., when ranked higher than the true positive), may obtain negative connections to features they
weren’t connected to. This hurts sparsity. Moreover negative connections may not be as useful in
a many-class ranking task as they are useful in a binary prototype scenario: in the many class case,
the true category could have higher weights to the appropriate features. Of course, our discussion
does not preclude efficient algorithms that, nevertheless, perform theiroperations from the class
side. We have also noted that there are a number of alternatives to the basicFSU and FF algorithms.
For example, the edge updates, strengthening of the weights, can be multiplicative or take another
form11. We mentioned the possibility for having updates that effectively keep finite memory in the
counts and the weights, which appears more appropriate for keeping adaptability in very long term
learning with potentially significant drift [Mad07]. We leave exploring alternatives to future work.

3.3.4. Convergence Assume the Boolean case. It is not hard to show that the FF algorithm
converges in simplified cases, for example when every category is a perfect (noise-free) disjunction.
Note that in this scenario, and in the single-class per instance setting, each feature is either irrelevant
or relevant to at most one class. We know then that the true feature-category connections are never
weakened. More generally, FF and IND should succeed on noisy-OR type of categories, as long as
the level of noise is relatively small. A noisy-OR (or noisy-disjunction) category is true with some
probability if one of the features in its disjunction is true, or otherwise (if noneof the features are
true) with some very small probability. For instance, assume categoryc is the noisy-OR of only
two features,f1 andf2. Let Pc,min = min(P (c|f1), P (c|f2)). We can extend the definition of
Pc,min to more than two features. As long asPc,min is relatively high (for example,Pc,min ≥ 0.1),
then we can conclude that with high probability, such a category is learned by FF using FSU with
appropriatewmin, or by IND.

We basically assumed (almost) independence of features in the previous argument. It would
be useful to prove convergence of FF type algorithms in more relaxed settings. Convergence and
mistake bounds have been established for multiclass perceptron and relatedalgorithms [CS03b,
CDK+06]. Another basic and related question is why common (“natural”) data setsallow for simple
effective learning algorithms. We leave these problems to future work.

4. Classifier Based Algorithms

We compare against hierarchical or top-down training and classification,a commonly used
method when a taxonomy of categories, a tree from general categories atthe top to specific cat-
egories, is available [DC00, LYW+05]. The hierarchical method reduces to one-versus-rest clas-
sification when the categories are flat (there is one level), which is anothercommon method for

11We have some experience with multiplicative updates. Some issues such ashow to initialize weights are not com-
pletely settled, and our multiplicative version in general is outperformed bythe additive.
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multiclass classification [RK04]. We compare against one-versus-rest on relatively small sets, to
see how indexing performs in more traditional classification settings. Note thatthe FF algorithm,
while motivated for large scale learning, is a linear method applicable to few classes and in particular
binary classification as well.

The one-versus-rest method simply trains a binary classifier for each category using all the data.
During classification, all the classifiers are applied and their scores rather than classification out-
comes are used for ranking12. We observed no advantage in obtaining probabilities here compared
to using raw scores. The one-versus-rest method becomes quickly inefficient, at both training and
classification times, as the number of classes increases.

Linear classifiers such as support vector machines (SVMs) often perform the best in very high
dimensional problems such as text classification [LYRL04, Seb02]. We use perceptrons and SVMs
in one-versus-rest and top-down methods. We use single pass and multiplepass perceptrons as well
as committees of them. Here, each perceptron is represented as a sparse vector and random weight
initialization, in [−1, 1], is used when a new feature is added to the prototype [Ros58]. Unless
specified, we run the perceptron learning algorithm until the 0/1 error on training is not improved
(computed at end of each pass), for 5 consecutive passes. Perceptron committees often obtain
performance close to SVMs (e.g., [CC06]), although their runtime can be less.

4.1. Hierarchical Training and Classification

Briefly, hierarchical training works by first training classifiers for the first level categories in a
one-vs-rest manner (e.g., [DC00]). Then the same procedure can be repeated for the children of
each category residing in the 2nd level (in general, the level below), training each classifier only on
the instances that belong to one of the siblings. Only the classifiers for the toplevel categories will
be trained on all the instances. For ranking and categorization using hierarchical categorization,
we use classifier probabilities. We obtain probabilities from classifier scores by the method of
sigmoid fitting [Pla99]. This may require additional training time for improved accuracy. In the
experiments, we report on the effect of increasing the number of sigmoid-fitting trials on one of the
data sets (Reuters RCV1).

During classification, whenever a classifier is applied, we use the probability it assigns. The
probabilities are multiplied along a path top-down (Figure 8). A path of candidate categories is
terminated if the probability falls under some thresholdpmin. All the classifier at the first level
(corresponding to the categories at the top level) are applied to a given instance. During test time,
we tried several thresholds:pmin = 0.05 + 0.05k, k = 1, 2, · · ·, and report the threshold giving
highest accuracyR1. All our ranking methods are evaluated on the deepest categories an instance
is assigned too. For the evaluation of the top-down method, from the list of candidates obtained

12Note that the use of index for classification is one-versus-rest (or “flat” classification), but the index was not obtained
by training binary classifiers.
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Algorithm TopDownProbabilities( x, c, p, Ỹx)
1. For each categoryci that is a child of c:
1.1pci

← p× Pci
(x). /* obtain probability */

1.2 If pci
≥ pmin

1.2.1Ỹx ← Ỹx ∪ {(ci, pci
})

1.2.2 TopDownProbabilities(x, ci, pci
, Ỹx)

Figure 8: Pseudo-code for top-down classification.Pci
(x) denotes the probability

assigned to x by the classifier trained forci in the tree. For each instancex, the first call
is TopDownProbabilities(x, root, 1.0,{}).

for a given test instance, any category whose child is also in the list is removed, and the remaining
categories are sorted by their assigned probabilities. For the list of the truecategories of the test
instance, again only those true categories with no child in the list are kept. Then R1, R5 and HR are
computed (for the highest ranked true positive category).

We note that if we don’t use the probabilities and ranking,i.e., use class assignments to follow a
path, the classification performance greatly suffers. This is since classifiers (when having to assign
a class) in the higher levels can make “premature” false positive and false negative mistakes (false
negative mistakes are very costly). This inferior performance has beennoted before too (see for
instance [DKS03]).

5. Experiments

Figure 9 displays several dimensions of the data sets that we use, shown inorder of class size.
The first 6 sets are text categorization data sets, and the last is a word prediction task. Ads refers to a
text classification problem provided by Yahoo! Web refers to a web pageclassification into Yahoo!
directory of topics. Jane Austen is 6 online novels of Jane Austen, concatenated (obtained from
project Gutenberg (http://www.gutenberg.org/). The other sets are standard text (categorization)
data [RSW02, LYRL04, RSTK03].

On the first three small sets, we compare against one-versus-rest, andour focus is to com-
pare accuracy. On the next 3, Reuters RCV1, Ads and Web, we use thetop-down method. Both
one-versus-rest and top-down methods use either single perceptron training, committee of 10 per-
ceptrons, or a fast algorithm for learning linear SVMs [KD06]. We couldnot run the SVM on the
Web data as it took longer than a day, and had to limit our SVM experiments on Ads. For the final
task, word prediction, as the categories (words) do not form a hierarchy and one-versus-rest is too
inefficient, we only show performance of the indexing method.

All instance vectors arel2 (cosine) normalized. For text categorization data, the features are
standard unigram or bigram words and phrases. The feature vectorswere obtained from publicly
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Data Sets |S| |F | |Y | Ex|Fx| Ex|Yx|

Reuters-21578 9.4k 33k 10 80.9 1

20 Newsgroups 20k 60k 20 80 1

Industry 9.6k 69k 104 120 1

Reuters RCV1 23k 47k 414 76 2.08

Ads 369k 301k 12.6k 27.2 1.4

Web 70k 685k 14k 210 1

Jane Austen 749k 299k 17.4k 15.1 1

Figure 9:Data sets:|S| is number of instances,|F | is the number of features,|Y | is the
total number of categories,Ex|Fx| is the average (expected) number of unique active
features per instance (avg. vector size), andEx|Yx| is the average number of categories
per instance.

available sources in the cases of Reuters RCV1 [LYRL04], and newsgroups from Rennie [RSTK03].
For RCV1, we used the training split only (23k documents) to be able to experiment with the
slower algorithms. We obtained the Ads and Web datasets from Yahoo! For the web data set,
to obtain a sufficient number of instances per category, we cut the taxonomy at depth 4,i.e., we
only considered the true categories up to depth 4. To simplify evaluation, we used the lowest true
category(ies) in the hierarchy the instance was categorized under at test time. Thus an instance in
Reuters RCV1 corpus on average is assigned two true categories. We note that in many practical
text categorization applications such as personalization, categories at thetop level are too generic to
be informative/useful. For top-down training, we trained the classifier on the internal categories as
well. Web and Ads had just over 20 categories in the first level (after root), while Reuters RCV1 has
two (we used both the Industry and Topic trees). The Jane Austen (wordprediction) data set was
obtained by processing Jane Austen’s six online novels: each word’s surrounding neighborhood of
words, 3 on one side, 3 on the other, and their conjunctions provided the features (about 15 many).

Figures 10 and 11 present the algorithms’ performance under both accuracy and efficiency cri-
teria. As a simple baseline, we report the performance of FrequencyBaseline (FB) as well, which
ranks categories simply based on the frequency of the categories in the training data set.

For the FF algorithm, we usedwmin =0.01 for the minimum weight threshold during learning,
and dmax =25 (max-out-degree during look up). Note thatdmax of 25 means a category is re-
trieved as along as it’s within the first 25 highest weight connections, evenif its weight is not much
higher thanwmin. During training, we look for a positive category within the first 50 top scoring
categories. If it’s not found, the score of the positive category is assumed 0.

We report on performance after pass 1 with 0 margin threshold (δm = 0), as well as best
performance inR1 within the first 10 passes, withδm ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.5}. We did not optimize on the
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choice of these parameters,e.g., we may do better for lowerdmax values (see Section 5.3.2). Note
that aδm value above 0.5 basically means to update on most instances as index edge weights are
less than 1, and thus category score differences tend not to be much higher than 1.0, when instances
arel2 normalized. The average score of top scoring category was below 1.0 onall data sets.

For the SVM, we report the best performance inR1 over the regularization parameter set to
C = 1 or C = 10. There are 10 perceptrons in the committee (often, 5 to 20 suffices for muchof
the performance).

We report on the average performance over ten trials. In each trial a random 10% of the data is
held out. The exception is the newsgroup data set where we use the 10 train-test splits of Rennieet.
al. [RSTK03], each 80-20, to be able to compare to their results. We used a 2.4GHz AMD Opteron
processor with 64 GB of RAM, with light load.

5.1. Accuracy Comparisons

We first observe that the FF algorithm is competitive with the best of others. In particular it
achieves the highestR5 in 5 of the 6 categorization domains, and the highest averageR1 in 4 of
6 times. We performed the binomial sign test to compare the performance of FF (the second row
for each data set) against the best of others (this is the SVM result, when available) as follows. We
paired theRk values on the same splits of data, 10 many for each data set, and counted the number
of wins and losses of FF. The bold-facedR1 andR5 values indicate significance with confidence
levelp ≤ 0.05 (i.e., either 9 or 10 wins). We observe that FF is superior with statistical significance
in many cases, and only in once case,R1 on the smallest data set, does it have statistically significant
inferior performance.

For the classifier based methods, we see there is a good separation from perceptron to SVMs,
suggesting that the classification tasks are challenging.

The performance of FF on the newsgroup ties the best performance achieved by Rennieet. al.
[RSTK03], and they used special feature vector representations, for the linear SVM as well as their
methods, to reach that performance.

We observe that comparison based on the HR results often yields similar rankings of the algo-
rithms tested as doesR1. We focus onR1 (accuracy) as it is a more commonly used measure.

On the industry data set, we found that the categories have similar proportions, close to0.01.
As we keep only 10% for test, and there only just under 10k instances in thewhole set, we see that
the performance of Frequency Baseline is very low. The categories with the highest proportion in
training are not the categories with the highest proportion on the test set.

In the case of RCVI, for top-down training, we experimented with using a fixed sigmoid (no
sigmoid fitting) as well as sigmoid fitting using one or more trials of obtaining scores(score-class
pairs). When not fitting, we used fixed values of 0 bias and -2 slope:1

1+e−2s , wheres denotes the
score of classifier on the instance. For fitting, we used one or more 80-20splits of training data,
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Rank (HR) R1 R5 Ttr ē |I|

Small Reuters
δm=0, p=1 1.082 0.860 0.998 0s 4.9 55k
δm=0.5, p=1 1.066 0.884±0.009 0.997 0s 5 73k
perceptron 1.08 0.871 0.995 4s 10 74k
committee 1.06 0.891 0.999 40s 10 74+
SVM C=1 1.052 0.906±0.009 0.998 11s 10 74+
FreqBaseline 1.6 0.42 0.86 - - -

News Groups
δm=0, p=1 1.137 0.798 0.978 2s 10 113k
δm=0.5, p=1 1.085 0.865±0.005 0.987 2s 10 171k
perceptron 1.229 0.728 0.928 20s 20 189k
committee 1.122 0.830 0.970 220s 20 189+
SVM C=1 1.1020 0.852±0.005 0.975 92s 20 189+
FreqBaseline 3.33 0.05 0.25 - - -

Industry
δm=0, p=1 1.114 0.861 0.942 4s 16.7 124k
δm=0.5, p=3 1.094 0.886±0.008 0.949 16s 15.8 196k
perceptron 1.488 0.595 0.773 55s 104 330k
committee 1.17 0.816 0.904 610s 104 330+
SVM C=10 1.112 0.872±0.009 0.933 235s 104 330+
FreqBaseline 31 0.005 0.03 - - -

Figure 10:Comparisons.Ttr is training time (s=seconds, m=minutes, h=hours),w is
the number of “connections” touched on average per feature of a test instance, and|I|
denotes the number of (nonzero) weights in the system (see Section 5.2). The first two
rows for each set report on FF, the first row being FF with 0 margin threshold, after one
pass (p=4 means trained for four passes). Some example standard deviations forR1 are
also shown.

trained on 80, obtained the scores on the remaining 20, pooled the scores from different trials and
fitted a sigmoid on the points. We then trained the classifier on the whole set. With more trials,
we got better results on RCV1, but this takes more time. For Ads, we could runthe SVM with no
fitting. Committee and perceptron used 3 trials.

The competitive and even superior ranking performance of the FF algorithm provides evidence
that improving category ranking on each instance, in the context of other categories that may be
relevant (other retrieved categories), while keeping the index sparse,is a good strategy or learning
bias for our high performance categorization task. Binary classifier based methods may be at a
disadvantage since the task of choosing whether a single category shouldbe assigned or not, in
isolation, appears hard and error-prone, with large numbers of categories. Classifier scores can be
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Rank (HR) R1 R5 Ttr ē |I|

Reuters RCV1
δm = 0, p=1 1.181 0.763 0.955 6s 15.1 181k
δm = 0.1, p=4 1.164 0.787±0.008 0.952 24s 12.9 223k
perceptron 1.418 0.621 0.815 70s 38 760k
committee 1.197 0.769 0.918 750s 36 760+
C=1,0fit 1.26 0.72 0.89 94s 36 4meg
C=1,1 trial 1.18 0.779 0.936 200s 36 4meg
C=1,3 trials 1.17 0.782 0.937 400s 36 4meg
C=1,4 trials 1.17 0.783±0.01 0.939 520s 36 4meg
FreqBaseline 4.58 0.082 0.348 - - -

Ads
δm = 0, p=1 1.269 0.706 0.892 27s 7.8 814k
δm = 0.1, p=4 1.254 0.725±0.003 0.890 92s 6.7 1meg
perceptron 1.738 0.517 0.642 0.5h+ 80 5meg
committee 1.424 0.652 0.758 5h+ 80 5+
SVM C=10, 0 fit 1.424 0.665±0.003 0.774 12h+ 80 5+
FB 35.56 0.012 0.033 - - -

Web
δm = 0, p=1 2.22 0.346 0.575 64s 8 1.6meg
δm = 0, p=2 2.21 0.352±0.007 0.576 128s 8 1.5meg
perceptron 6.69 0.098 0.224 1h+ 250 14meg
committee 3.78 0.207 0.335 12h+ 190 14+
FreqBaseline 10.4 0.053 0.126 - - -

Jane Austen
δm = 0, p=1 2.71 0.272±0.002 0.480 40s 8.7 1.5meg
δm = 0.1, p=4 2.73 0.279±0.002 0.462 160s 9.1 1.6meg
δm = 0.5, p=4 3.01 0.243±0.002 0.425 160s 9.1 1.6meg
FreqBaseline 10.3 0.037 0.15 - - -

Figure 11:Comparisons.Ttr is training time (s=seconds, m=minutes, h=hours),ē is
the number of “connections” touched on average per feature of a test instance, and|I|
denotes the number of (nonzero) weights in the system (see Section 5.2). The first two
rows for each set report on FF, the first row being FF with 0 margin threshold, after one
pass (p=4 means trained for four passes). Some example standard deviations forR1 are
also shown.
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used for ranking categories, but the classifiers were not obtained with the objective of a good ranking
of the categories for each instance: in fact, a typical binary classifier such as an SVM is trained to
yield a separation among instances (a good class prototype), which shouldbe more suitable for
ranking the instances for the corresponding class than ranking categories for each instance.

5.2. Efficiency and Ease of Use

We see that the training times of the FF algorithm is dramatically lower than others, and the
ratio grows with data set size, to exceed two orders of magnitude.

Our measure of work,̄e, is the expected number of “connections” touched per feature of a
randomly drawn instance during categorization. For example, for the ads data set, on average just
under 8 connections (categories) are touched during index look up perfeature, or8 × 27 total are
touched per instance (the average number of features of a vector is 27,see Figure 9), while for
top-down ranking, 80 classifiers are applied on average (over 22 at the top level) during the course
of top-down ranking/classification. We are assuming the classifiers have amemory-time efficient
hashed representation. Again, we see that the indexing approach can have a significant advantage
here.

In the case of the index, the space consumption|I| is simply the number of edges (positive
weights) in the bipartite graph. In the case of classifiers, we assumed a sparse representation (only
nonzero weights are explicitly represented), and in most cases used a perceptron classifier, trained
in a mistake driven fashion as a lower estimate for other classifiers13. On the smaller data sets, the
difference is not significant. However, we see that on the large categorization data sets the classifier
based methods can consume significantly more space. We also note that for the FF algorithm, with
higherδm, the index size increases. This is caused by more updates being performed with higher
δm, and more updates tends to increase edge additions. This does not appear to increase the work̄e
though.

The FF algorithm is very flexible. We could run it on our workstations for allthe data sets (with
2 to 4 GB RAM), each pass taking no more than a few minutes at most. This was not possible
for the classifier based methods on the large data sets (inadequate memory). In general, the top-
down method required significant engineering effort (encoding the taxonomy structure, writing the
classifiers to file for largest data sets, etc). The work of Liuet. al.also reflects the considerable
engineering effort required and the need for distributing the computation [LYW+05].

5.3. Effects of Various Options and Parameters

In this section, we investigate the effects of various parameters and optionson accuracy and
efficiency. For each option, we show performance on a subset of datasets to show the difference

13We have observed that the committee of perceptrons can be converted into a single linear classifier by weight aver-
aging after training without degrading accuracy.
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No Constraints Default Constraints Ttr (single pass)

Small Reuters 0.884±0.008 0.884±0.008 0s vs 0s

News Group 0.866±0.006 0.865±0.005 3s vs 2s

Industry 0.889±0.009 0.886±0.008 9s vs 4s

RCV1 0.787±0.007 0.787±0.008 [40s− 50s] vs 6s

Ads 0.716 0.711 45m vs 27s

Web 0.327 0.347 2h vs 64s

Jane Austen 0.276 0.274 1h vs 41s

Figure 12:No constraints ondmax (maximum out-degree) norwmin ( wmin set to
0), compared to the default settings. Accuracies (R1 values) are not affected much, but
efficiency suffers greatly. The rough training times for a single pass are compared.

that using that option can make. In each case, unless otherwise specified, the remaining parameters
(such as choice of margin) are as in Figures 10 and 11 for best performance, and as before we report
averages and standard deviations for 10 random trials of 90-10 splits (except for news groups, for
which the 80-20 split is given).

5.3.1. Removing Efficiency Constraints We designed the FF algorithm with efficiency in mind.
It is instructive to see how the algorithm performs when we remove the efficiency constraints (wmin

and dmax). Note however that such constraints may actually help accuracy somewhat by removing
unreliable weights and preventing overfitting.

In these experiments, we setwmin to 0 and dmax to a large number (1000). We show the best
R1 result for choice of margin thresholdδm ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.5}, over the first 5 passes, and compare
to default values for the efficiency constraints. We observe that the accuracies are not affected.
However FF now takes much space and time to learn, and classification time is hurt too. On the web
data, for instance, the number of edges in the index grows to 6.5meg after first pass (it was about
1.5meg before). The average number of edges touched per feature grows to 1633, versus 8 for the
default, thus 200 times larger, which explains the slow-down in training time.

For the ads, web, and Jane Austen, due to the very long running times, we ran FF for only a few
trials, sufficient to convince ourselves that the performance does not change (see also next section).
We report the result (with or without constraints) from the first pass of asingle trial, on the same
split of data.

5.3.2. Out-Degree Constraint Figure 13 shows accuracy against the degree constraint,dmax,
on the 3 large categorization data sets. We see that accuracy may in fact improve with lower degrees
(RCV1 and Web). At out-degree constraint of 3 for RCV1, the number of edges in the learned
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Figure 13:Accuracy(R1) after one pass against the out-degree constraint.

index is around 80k instead of 180k (for the defaultdmax = 25), and the number of categories
(connections) touched per feature is under 3, instead of 15 (Figure 11).

In general, it may be a better policy to use a weight threshold, greater thanwmin, instead of
a max out-degree constraint, for more efficient retrieval, as well as more reduction in index size,
without loss in ranking accuracy.

5.3.3. Minimum Weight Constraint We noted in Section 3.1 that awmin value of0.01 can be
adequate if we expect most useful edge weights to be in say[0.05, 1] range, while awmin value
of 0.1 is probably inadequate for best performance. Figure 14 shows the R1 values forwmin ∈

{0.001, 0.01, 0.1} on the three bigger text categorization data sets. Other options were set asin
Figure 11, and the bestR1 value within first 5 passes is reported.

Note that whilewmin =0.1 is significantly inferior, the bulk of accuracy is achieved by weights
above 0.1, andwmin ≤ 0.01 does not make a difference on these data sets.

5.3.4. Multiple Passes and Choice of Margin Figure 15 shows accuracy (with standard devia-
tions over 10 runs for two plots) as a function of the number of passes anddifferent margin values, in
the case of Reuters RCV1. As can be seen, different margin values canresult in different accuracies.
In some data sets, accuracy degrades somewhat right after pass 1, exhibiting possible overfitting as
training performance increases.
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0.001 0.01 0.1

RCV1 0.786±0.009 0.787±0.008 0.761±0.008

Ads 0.728±0.002 0.725±0.003 0.701±0.003

Web 0.332±0.005 0.352±0.003 0.30±0.006

Figure 14:The effect of wmin on accuracy. We took the bestR1 within the first 5
passes. The standard deviations are also shown. The valuewmin = 0.1 is significantly
inferior, while settingwmin to 0.001 does not lead to significant improvements.
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Figure 15:Reuters RCV1: Accuracy (R1) for margin thresholdδm ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}

against the number of passes.
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No Yes

News Group 0.866±0.005 0.865±0.005

RCV1 0.780±0.008 0.787±0.008

Ads 0.696± 0.002 0.725± 0.003

Figure 16:Allowing leakage (Yes) when dropping edges can significantly help at times
over disallowing it (NO).

No Yes

Newsgroup 0.860±0.005 0.865±0.005

RCV1 0.758±0.007 0.787±0.008

Web 0.327±0.006 0.352± 0.007

Figure 17:Down-weighing infrequent features can significantly help.

5.3.5. Disallowing Weight “Leaks” An uninformative feature such as “the” should give low
votes to all categories. However, since the out-degree is constrained for memory reasons, if we
imposed a constraint that the connection weights of a feature should sum to 1, then “the” may give
significant but inaccurate weights to the categories that it happens to get connected with. Allowing
for weight leaks is one way of addressing this issue. Figure 16 comparesresults. For the NO case
in the figure (not allowing), whenever an edge fromf to c is dropped, its weight,w′

f,c, is subtracted
from w′

f . Thusw′
f =

∑
w′

f,c when we don’t allow leaks, andw′
f ≥

∑
w′

f,c when we allow them.

5.3.6. Down Weighing Little Seen Features Figure 17 shows the effect of down weighing in-
frequent features (the default option, see Section 3.3.2), against treating all features as equal (not
using the option). Down-weighing infrequent features can significantly help.

5.3.7. IND and Boolean Features IND treats features independently and as Boolean, but com-
putes the conditionals exactly. Thus IND is similar to Boolean FF with high margin and wmin = 0,
but IND also has a post-improvement step of adjustingpind (using the training set), which we have
observed can improve IND’s test accuracy performance significantly (in addition to reducing index
size). In these experimentspind was chosen from,

{0.01, 0.02, · · · , 0.09, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, · · · , 0.6}.

Here we compare IND against FF with Boolean values (and feature vectors are notl2 normal-
ized). This allows us to see how much using features values helps, as well as a comparison to a
simpler heuristic of computing the conditional probabilities exactly and droppingthe small values
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IND Bool FF p=1 best Bool FF best FF

News Group 0.846±0.006 0.860±0.006 0.860±0.005 0.865±0.005

Industry 0.799±0.01 0.839±0.011 0.867±0.008 0.886±0.009

RCV1 0.686±0.009 0.76±0.01 0.780±0.008 0.789±0.008

Figure 18: Comparisons with IND and the effect of using feature values or treating
them as Boolean and nol2 normalization. The last column (best FF) contains results
when default FF (with use of values,l2 normalization) is utilized (from Figure 10).
Boolean FF with the right margin can significantly beat IND inaccuracy, and use of
feature values in FF appears to help over Boolean representation.

afterward. Figure 18 shows the results. For Newsgroup, Industry and RCV1, the best value ofpind

was respectively0.01, 0.1, and0.3. To see the effect of edge removal for IND’s accuracy perfor-
mance, on RCV1, if we chosepind = 0 (did no edge removal), we would getR1 averaging below
0.58 (instead of current0.69).

To achieve the best performance with Boolean features for FF on newsgroup, we had to raise the
margin threshold to 7.0. Margin threshold of 1 or below gave significantly inferior results of 0.82
or below. Note that the scores that the categories receive during retrieval can increase significantly
with Boolean features (compared to using the feature values inl2 normalized vector format).

We conclude that IND can be significantly outperformed by FF with an appropriate margin.

5.4. Other Experiments

Here, we first compare to an older indexing method [MGKS07, MG06] and then report and
discuss some properties of the FF learning algorithm, such as the training performance, average
scores of the top category, and the type of connections learned.

5.4.1. Comparison to Older Index Learning The first idea for use of an index was to dras-
tically lower the number of candidate categories to a manageable set when classifying a given
instance, say 10s, and then use classifiers, possibly trained using the index as well (for efficient
training), to precisely categorize the instances [MGKS07]. Here, we briefly compare using that
method for ranking categories against our current method. We have already noted that (binary) clas-
sifiers appear inferior for category ranking, especially as we increase the number of classes, in our
comparisons in one-versus-rest experiments. Here, we give results showing that adding an interme-
diate index trained as in [MGKS07] does not improve accuracy, and furthermore FF is significantly
faster.

The indexer algorithm of Madaniet. al.uses a thresholdttol during training and updates the
index only when more thanttol many false positive categories are retrieved on a training instance.
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No Classifiers With Classifiers FF

News Group 0.681±0.007 0.768±0.006 0.86

Industry 0.658±0.009 0.795± 0.01 0.88± 0.008

Figure 19:The performance of the non-ranking indexer algorithm [MG06]. The ob-
jective of ranking improves ranking (and ultimately classification) here.

We report accuracy under two regimes: (1) when only using the category-feature weights (without
training classifiers), (2) when training classifiers, here committee of perceptrons, in an online man-
ner as the index is learned, and ranking categories using the scores of the retrieved classifiers on the
instance. We note that the category-feature weights in that work were notlearned for the ranking ob-
jective: they were only used for determining which unweighted edges should go into the index. We
report performance when using such weights just as a reference. Wealso compare when classifiers
are used for ranking. For further details on that algorithm, please referto [MGKS07, MG06].

Figure 19 shows the results on the newsgroup and Industry data sets. When using no classifiers,
we obtained the bestR1 performance withttol = 5 (out of ttol ∈ {2, 5, 20}) on the newsgroup
and Industry data sets. The accuracy improves with more passes, but reaches a ceiling in under 20
passes, and we have reported the best performance over the passes. With the addition of classifiers,
the bestR1 is obtained when we don’t use the indexer (see Figure 10), but the results from using the
indexer can be close as the number of classes grows and with tolerance set in 10s. We have shown
the result forttol =5 for newsgroup, andttol =20 for Industry.

We note that while the index learning is fast here, the classifier learning still significantly slows
down the experiments compared to using FF (an order of magnitude on the datawe are reporting
on), and the classifiers also require 10 or more passes to reach best performance.

5.4.2. Training versus Test Performance of FF Figure 20 shows the train and testR1 values
as a function of pass. For the training performance, at end of each pass, theR1 performance is
computed on the same training instances rather than on the held-put sets. Thehigher the margin
threshold, the less the capacity for fitting and therefor the less the possibility ofoverfitting. In the
case of the newsgroup, we see that we reach the best performance withmargin threshold ofδm ≈ 1

(or higher), and the test and training performance remain roughly steadywith more passes, unlike
the case forδm =0. For the web data set, we see the that the difference between train and test
performance also decreases as we increase the margin threshold, but the best test performance is
obtained with margin threshold of 0.

5.4.3. Poor Class Prototypes FF does not learn (binary) classifiers or class prototypes,i.e., the
incoming weights into a categoryci (the vector(w1,i, · · · , wf|F |,i)), make a poor category prototype
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Figure 20:Train and Test Accuracy versus the number of passes, on the newsgroup
(left) and web (right) data sets. The increasing the margin threshold can help control
overfitting, but may not result in best test performance.

vector. For example, we used such “prototypes” for ranking instancesfor each category in Reuters-
21578 and newsgroup. The ranking quality (max F1,..) was significantly lower than that obtained
from a single perceptron or a linear SVM trained for the class (5 to 10% reduction in absolute value
of Max F1 compared to perceptron on Reuters-21578 categories).

5.4.4. Scores In Figure 21 we show average of top scoring category ranges on the test set, as
well as the difference of top score from the category ranked second,and the (top) margin (highest
scoring true positive score minus highest scoring negative score), after one pass, for several of the
data sets, and for the choice of several margin thresholds 9during training). As the number of
categories increases, the range of the top score as well as the difference and margins all decrease.
This trend also correlates roughly with the accuracy performance (R1).

5.4.5. Feature Occurrence Counts Figure 22 shows, on the larger data sets, the number of
features seen at least once (active in some training instance) during the first training pass, and
the proportion of that number that is seen below a certain threshold (100, 200, and 500),i.e., the
number of training instances in which the feature was active. We see that close to or more than
95% of features are seen below 100 times, and almost all (≈0.99) are seen below 500. Since the
number of samples on almost all features is below several hundred, computing accurate category
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Avg Top Score Difference From Next Top Marg

Reuters 2 0.7-1.0 1.03

News Group 1.2-1.4 0.4-0.8 0.47

Industry 0.46-0.5 0.28-0.35 0.33

RCV1 0.4-0.6 0.14-0.27 0.14-0.15

Ads 0.23-0.35 0.09-0.18 0.10

Web 0.2-0.3 0.13-0.15 -0.02

Jane Austen 0.1-0.2 0.02-0.08 -0.04

Figure 21:Range of average scores of tops ranking category, range of the difference
in score from next highest category, and average margin score of top positive category
minus highest negative, on test instances. The ranges are reported for a few different
margin thresholds during training (0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0). As thenumber of classes increases,
the average top score, the difference, and the top-margin all tend to decrease.

count 100 200 500

RCV1 45k 0.948 0.968 0.984

Ads 290k 0.971 0.984 0.993

Web 6.4 mil 0.979 0.987 0.994

Jane Austen 3.0mil 0.971 0.985 0.994

Figure 22:Counts and proportions of features seen at least once duringtraining, but
below a given count threshold (100, 200, and 500).

proportions below say0.05 in such streams can be of limited utility. Of course, the frequent features
can have more of an impact on accuracy, but note that the commonly occurring features are often
the uninformative ones.

5.4.6. Examples On RCV1, there were about 300 feature-category connections with weight
greater than 0.9 (strong connections). Examples are: “figurehead” to the category “EQUITY MAR-
KETS”, “gunfir” to the category “WAR, CIVIL WAR“, and ”manuf” (manufacturing) to“LEADING
INDICATORS”. Examples of features with large “leaks” (withwf =

∑
c wf < 0.25) are “ago”,

“base”, “year”, and “intern”.14

14 The feature “the” is likely to have been dropped (a “stop” word) during tokenization of this data set [LYRL04].
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6. Related Work and Discussion

Related work includes indexing, multiclass learning, feature selection, expert aggregation, on-
line and streaming algorithms, and concepts in cognitive science.

Indexing has been used to speed up nearest neighbor methods as well as classification schemes
(e.g., [GM98, RBS07, GM07a]). Indexing can certainly be used to index already trained (linear)
classifiers, but the issues of space and time efficient learning and classification remain. Learning
of an index was introduced in Madaniet. al. [MGKS07, MG06], where the problem of efficient
classification and learning under myriad classes is motivated. As we saw, our experiments indicate
that learning to rank appears to be better a strategy than classifier training,and we do not incur the
overhead of classifier training. However, for some problems, some type of staged classification may
be useful for improved accuracy.

One-versus-rest [RK04] or use of a class hierarchy (taxonomy) (e.g., [LYW +05, DC00, KS97])
for the top-down method are simple intuitive techniques commonly used for text categorization. We
saw that index learning offers a number of efficiency advantages, as well as flexibility. No taxonomy
or separate feature reduction pre-processing is required. Indeed,our method can be viewed as a
feature selection or reduction method. We are not aware of other methods that perform efficient and
effective feature selection in our setting of many classes and millions of instances.

Taxonomies offer a number of efficiency and/or accuracy advantages[KS97, LYW+05, DC00,
DKS03], but also present several drawbacks when used as an aid for training and classification. Is-
sues such as multiple taxonomies, evolving taxonomies, unnecessary intermediate categories, or not
having a taxonomy are all difficulties for the tree-based approaches. Onthe other hand, researchers
have shown some accuracy advantages of top-down compared to flat one-versus-rest training (in ad-
dition to efficiency) [DC00, LYW+05, DKS03] (this depends on the method and the loss used). Our
current indexing approach is flat. Extensions may improve accuracy. Anadvantage that classifier
based methods such as one-versus-rest and top-down may offer is that the training can be highly
parallelized: learning of each binary classifier is independent of others. Our method appears to be
inherently sequential.

The multiclass (multilabel) perceptron (MMP) algorithm of Crammeret. al.[CS03b] shares the
ranking and efficient online training, in particular when implemented as an index. However, MMP,
and to the best of our knowledge, other existing algorithms (e.g., [CS03b, CS03a, CDK+06]), lack
the weight reduction aspects, as problems with myriad classes had not beenthe focus in previous
work. For example, in the MMP algorithm the features’ connections can increase, in terms of the
magnitude of weights as well as the number of nonzero weights, without bound. For large scale and
long term learning [Mad07], this is a crucial issue. We saw in Section 5.3.1 that if we remove the
constraintswmin and dmax, space and time efficiency greatly suffers. A main difference in design
is that previous online algorithms are best seen as performing the computations with respect to
each class (the prototypes), rather than the predictors (the features),and we explained the efficiency
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considerations that motivated our different design (see Section 3.3.3 andSection 3.1). Section 3.3.3
further compares and contrasts FF with existing online updates. We plan to conduct experiments to
compare performance and further explore the algorithms in future work. Pros and Cons of efficient
index learning and use versus other multiclass methods such as nearest neighbors are discussed in
[MGKS07, MG06].

FF in its focus on features has similarities with additive models and tree-inductionalgorithms
[HTF01], and is in the family of so-called expert (opinion or forecast) aggregation and learning
algorithms (e.g., [DMP+06, CBFD+97, GZ86]). In typical experts problems, all or most experts
provide their output, and the output is usually binary or a probability (the outcome to predict is bi-
nary). Here only a small set of features are active in each instance, and only those features are used
for ranking. In this respect, the problem is similar to the setting of the sleeping experts algorithm
(e.g., [CS96]). Differences or special properties of our setting include thefact that here each expert
provides a partial ranking with its votes, the votes can change over time (notfixed), and the pattern
of change is dependent on the algorithm used (the experts are not “autonomous”). Learning differ-
ent weights for the experts (features) can be useful, in addition to our current scheme where each
feature adjusts its votes subject to space budgets, and our preliminary experiments show promise
for the approach of learning expert weights. We leave exploring this possibility for future work,
but note that the technique of down-weighing infrequent features (seeSection 3.3.2) is one form of
differential expert weighting.

The field of data streaming algorithms studies methods for efficiently computing statistics of
interest over data streams, for instance reporting the items with proportions exceeding a threshold,
or the highestk proportion items (sometimes called “hot-list” or “iceberg” queries), under certain
efficiency constraints, for instance at most two passes and poly logarithmicspace (see for example
[FSGM+98, GM99]). Note that in the case of a single feature, if we only value goodrankings,
computing weights may not be necessary, but in the general case of multiple features, the weights
become the votes given to each category, and are essential in significantlyimproving the final rank-
ings. An algorithm similar to FSU for the Boolean case is used as a subroutine by Karp et. al.
[KPS03], for efficiently computing most frequent items. In some scenarios, there can be drifts in
proportions, and then online and possibly competitive measures of performance may become impor-
tant [CA98, AW98]. In this ranking and drifting respect, the FSU task hassimilarities with online
list-serving and caching [CA98], although we may assume that the sequence is random (i.e., not
ordered by an adversary). Some connections and differences between machine learning and space
efficient streaming and online computations are discussed in [GM07b].

Statistical language modeling is accomplished mostly by n-gram (markov) models [Goo01], but
the supervised (or discriminative) approach may provide superior performance due to its flexibility
for incorporating expressive features (e.g., [EZR00]). Prior work focused on discriminating within
a small (confusion) set of possibilities [EZR00]. In prediction games [Mad07], learning tasks based
on improving predictions and involving very large scale and long-term onlinelearning are explored.
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The common precision and recall measures are computed from the point of view of a category,
to evaluate ranking of instances for the category [Seb02]. This is appropriate for tasks such as news
or email filtering. Our task is the reverse: given an instance, quickly ranka few categories from the
many thousands possible, appropriate for large scale high performancecategorization. Section 2.2.1
further discusses accuracy criteria.

7. Conclusions

Learning problems with large numbers of categories in addition to instances and features present
several challenges in striking a good balance between accuracy and efficiency. Our work provides
evidence that there exist very efficient online supervised learning algorithms that nevertheless enjoy
competitive or better accuracy performance with other commonly used methods. We have formu-
lated the task of learning and classification under many classes and instances as one of efficient
learning of a sparse feature-category index. The algorithms presentedare primarily online, and they
may best be viewed as performing the computations from the side of features(the predictors) rather
than the classes (the predicted). Each feature performs computations to determine to which cate-
gories it may connect to and with what weights. In particular, in large scale learning, each feature
is space constrained in performing its computations and in the number of categories it may connect
to.

There is much to be done in terms of advancing the algorithms as well as developing an un-
derstanding of their success and limitations. We would like to investigate different feature update
methods, index learning algorithms, and objectives, and to develop theoretical guarantees. We also
intend to explore applications to different domains.
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A. Computational Complexity

We show here that a basic formulation of the weighted index learning problemis NP-hard.
For the purpose of establishing hardness, the problem is specified by a finite set of instances, each
instance specified by exactly one category that it belongs to as well as the set of its active features.
The features need only be Boolean. Of course, more general problemsare at least as hard. We show
NP-hardness when a fixed upper constraint is imposed on the outdegreeon each feature in the index.
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The problem is NP-hard under either objective of maximizing accuracy or maximizing the MRR
reward. For the latter, for each instance, the reward is the reciprocal rank 1

kx
, i.e., the rank of the

correct category in the ranking returned by the index. On a single instance, the reward could be 0,
if the category is not retrieved, and maxes at 1, if the correct category has rank 1. Note that MRR
in Section 2.2 is simply the average reward per instance. For accuracy (R1), the reward is either 1,
if the correct category is ranked highest, or otherwise 0. The decision problem is then to determine
whether a weighted index (a weighted bipartite graph) satisfying the out-degree constraint exists
that yields a total reward,

∑
x∈X r(cx), exceeding a desired threshold.

Theorem A.1.The ranked recall problem with either objective of maximizing accuracy or minimiz-
ing HR, and with the constraint of a constant upper bound (such as 1) oneach feature’s out-degree
is NP-Hard.

Proof. The reduction is from the SET COVER problem [GJ79]. We reduce the SET COVER problem
to problem of computing an index wherein each feature can connect to at most 1 category.

An instanceI of SET COVER consist of a setU = {e1, . . . , en} of elements and a setS =

{S1, . . . , Sm} of subsets ofU . The goal is to find a smallest subsetS ′ ⊆ S such that
⋃

Si∈S′ = U .
Given a SET COVER instanceI, we construct an instance of the indexing problem with only two
categoriesc1 andc2 such that there is a SET COVER solution of sizeC for I iff there is an index
(with the maximum out-degree of 1 constraint), such that the maximum total reward, the number of
instances for which the right category is ranked highest, is|U |+ |S| − C.

There is one featurefi corresponding to each setSi ∈ S, for a total ofm features. There is also
one instancexj for each elementej ∈ U (1 ≤ j ≤ n), andxj contains featurefi (xj is connected to
fi) iff the elementej belongs to the setSi. These instances, called the “original instances”, belong
to categoryc1. In addition, there arem “extra” instances, one for each set (or each feature). Each
of these extra instances contains only the feature it corresponds to, andbelongs only to categoryc2

(see Figure 23).
Here, in constructing an index, we need to decide for each feature whether to connect the feature

to c1 or to c2 (we can only connect to one of the two), and with what weights. Now, if a cover of
sizeC exists, then we can easily obtain an index yielding reward of|U | + |S| - C: we connect the
features in the cover (i.e., those features whose corresponding sets are in the cover) toc1, each with
weight of |S|, and we connect all the other features toc2 with a relatively small weight of say1. In
this way, for any original instance (|U |many),c1 is ranked highest, as at least one of its feature (the
one(s) in the cover) connects toc1 with high weight. For only|S| − C many of the extra instances,
the correct category is missed, thus the total reward is|U |+ |S| − C.

For the reverse direction, we want to show that if an index with rewardR exists, then there is
a cover sizeC ≤ |U | + |S| − R. Assume an index is given with rewardR. Note that lowering
the connection weights toc2 does not degrade the reward. So assume all such weights are at fixed
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Figure 23: Reduction of minimum set cover problem to the ranked-recall prob-
lem.

minimum valuevmin. Next, we note that any index can be converted to one where for all the original
instances are “covered”,i.e., the index ranks the right category highest: take any original instance
for which this is not the case, and take one of its features that is connectedto c2 (there must be
at least one), drop that edge, and connect it toc1 with high enough weight so thatc1 is ranked
highest. The weight can simply bevmin|S|. This operation does not degrade total reward as we
loose on exactly one extra instance, but gain on at least one original instance. We may repeat this
operation until all original instances are covered, and the reward is nowR′ ≥ R. Now, we see that
R′ = |U | + |S| − n, wheren is the number of those extra instances for whichc2 is not retrieved,
equal to the number of features covering the original instances (connecting to c1), or the cover size
in the original problem isC = n = |U |+ |S| −R′ ≤ |U |+ |S| −R. 2

Note that the NP-hardness remains and is easier to show if we use the maximum incoming score
rule for category retrieval (each category gets the maximum of its incoming edge weights) instead
of the sum. This reduction does not establish NP-hardness of constant-ratio approximability of
category ranking (due to the subtraction), which remains an interesting open problem. For instance,
either a constant-ratio approximation to loss (for problems with high accuracy) or accuracy (for
problems with high loss) would be interesting. A similar reduction for the problemof computing
anunweightedindex shows that problem is NP-hard to approximate [MGKS07]. With continuous
objectives and constraints, there are polynomial time algorithms, as we brieflyexplore in the next
section.
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B. Linear Programming (Optimization) Formulations

When there is no limit on the out-degree, one can use a linear program to verify whether there
is a “perfect” index, that is one that leads to the maximum reward possible (every instance gets its
category ranked highest). However, the linear program is rather big, although special cases may be
applicable (see below). Here, we assume features are Boolean and each instance belongs to 1 class
for simplicity. For every instance one obtains|C| − 1 inequalities, each involvingO(|x|) variables:
∀cj 6=cx

∑
fi∈x wij <

∑
fi∈x wicx (we could have an extra inequality that

∑
fi∈x wicx > 0). The

question is whether the linear program is feasible. This can be answered inpolynomial time.
One can also maximize the sum of the differences in scores, each instance contributing one

difference (or margin). For each instance, the difference may be defined as the minimum of the
differences between the score of the true category for that instance, and any other category. This is
expressible as an LP, as follows:

Objective:Maximize
∑

x∈S

δx

∀x∀c 6=cx
, δx,c =

∑

f∈x

wf,cx
−

∑

f∈x

wf,c

∀x,∀c 6=cx
, δx ≤ δxc

∀f,∀c, wf,c ≥ 0

∀f,
∑

c

wf,c ≤ 1

One drawback is that there is no constraint on the out-degree, so we getO(|C||F |) many in-
equalities, which can lead to memory and time ineffciencies. However, the last two constraints are
useful for enforcing sparsity in the index learned. Another potential drawback is that maximizing
this kind of margin may not be the best for maximizing accuracy: on a few instances, the margin
can be large and positive, but for many the margins can be negative. Still, the general approach is
worth further exploration and there can be remedies and reformulations, such as SVM soft-margin
type formulations, for the potential accuracy (generalization) problems. In particular, a simplified
problem that mitigates the efficiency issue is as follows: we may assume feature-category connec-
tions that should have nonzero weight are given to us,e.g., by running IND or FF on the data, and
we need only compute the weights for those connection to optimize an appropriate objective, such
as maximizing accuracy or a choice of margin such as above. In practice, itmay be that we have a
good idea of what categories to connect a feature to, but optimizing the weights of those connections
can lead to significant gains over simpler algorithms such as IND and even FF.
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C. Comparison of IND to multiclass Naive Bayes

Here, we show the similarities and differences between our indexing algorithm that treats fea-
tures independently, IND, and a version of multi-class naive Bayes, somewhat similar to improve-
ments made in Rennie et al [RSTK03]. Assume, we sorted categories byP (c|x), or equivalently,
1− P (c̄|x). We have:

P (c̄|x) =
P (x|c̄)P (c̄)

P (x)
.

For sorting purposes, we may ignoreP (x) as it’s the same for all categories. Assume features are
Boolean, and letxi denote the value of featurei for instancex (either 0 or 1). Now, making the
independence assumption:

P (x|c̄)P (c̄) =
∏

i

P (xi|c̄)P (c̄) (C.1)

=
∏

P (xi ∩ c̄) (C.2)

=
∏

P (c̄|xi)P (xi) (C.3)

Therefore,

argmax
c

P (c|x) ≡ argmin
c̄

P (c̄|x) ≡ argmin
c̄

∏

i

P (c̄|xi)P (xi) ≡ argmin
c̄

∏

i

P (c̄|xi)

Finally, if we ignore the cases in whichxi = 0 (when the feature is not active) (here, we assume
no category will have a high probability if a feature is 0, so the factorsP (cj |xi = 0) can be ignored),
we get a multiplicative version of the indexer IND algorithm (focusing only onthe active features),
i.e., properly multiply, instead of summing the conditional weights that FSU computes:

argmax
c

P (c|x) ≈ argmin
c̄

∏

xi=1

P (c̄|xi) = argmax
c

[1−
∏

xi=1

(1− P (c|xi))]

However, the independence assumption can often hurt accuracy performance when feature vec-
tors are relatively long, say 10s or 100s, and there are redundanciesor when very predictive features
do not occur in instances sufficiently often. When very predictive features for each category exist
(on average, or for the common categories), then IND may perform adequately.
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